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take a moment to breathe journal prompts
What does breathing mean to you? Is it mostly just air in - air out? If so, jot
down in detail what your heart and mind conjures up about all the beautiful air
that is circulated in your lungs.

You know there is a lot more to breathing than the exchange of gases. Remember
some of the feelings and emotions that have trafficked in and out of your being
while performing the simple act of breathing. Write them down.

Now step it up for yourself. Along with those images and associated emotions you
breathe in and let go of, you can consciously direct their flow. Write down your
own script-to-follow for some breathing exercises where you invite life-affirming
emotions in and release those which are stale or unwanted.

Energy boosting exercise
If recent times have taught us something about the way we access air, it is to not take breathing for
granted. As it turns out, there's a lot more we can each learn about how to breathe better.
Get out of the habit of shallow breathing. Practice this in the outdoors or by an open window:
Calm your in-flow and out-flow of air by opening up your chest wide, for a deep and slow
inhalation through your nose, pulling your abdominal muscles in. Pause for a few moments.
On the exhale, draw the air out of your lungs through your nose even more slowly than you took
it in, making sure that all stale air leaves your lungs. Pause again.
Repeat as many times as it feels good for your. This will calm your nervous system and anxiety as you
optimize your heart rate.

"Life is not measured by the number of breaths we
take, but by the moments that take our breath away."
- Origin, unknown

"Breathing, this wonderfully simple and largely
involuntary act is, at the same time, a sophisticated
manifestation of overall health, emotional well-being and
awareness. Be a conscious breather.
- Roland Magyar
breathing is automatic

it means nothing to me

if I couldn't breathe, I'd find some other way,
maybe

or could I?

most definitely not.

what does BREATHING MEAN TO ME then?
it means life.

it means always being there the next day, to love and feel compassionate
but what kind of air do I long to breathe?
clean air, of course

which I am gifted to have

but does everyone have this privilege?

no - but we can make it so everyone and everything can have clean air to drink, right?
of course! we just have to live out in the countryside.
and where do I like to breathe?

outside on a hike, or on a non-windy day at home.
why do I breathe?

so I can live to love the next day, learning to be ever more grateful for that which I do not yet have
so, breathing DOES mean something to me
what does breathing mean to you?

Journal prompts
What do I feel like when I close my eyes and breathe deeply in nature?

And when I close my eyes, breathing in and out, the eyelids a blindfold to
sight, do I trust the wild enough?
Do I feel safe outside?
Can I slow my breathing enough to relax?
Am I choosing to inhale happiness in with every breath?

Journey to breathe deeper
Many of us take breathing for granted. After all, it is a survival mechanism that performs much
of our lives on auto-pilot, run by the subconscious mind.
However, there are times when you may want to enhance your relationship with your breath
and your lungs. To do this, become more mindful of your inhales and exhalations. Become
aware of the unconditional gratitude laying dormant in your mind and body. Activate gratitude
through your breath, simply by placing your awareness there.
At the same time, you can regulate your heart rate and blood pressure, aid your hormone
secretion and control and heal mental and emotional states.
As you breathe in and out, remember to thank the trees and the oceans for the air you breathe.
As you take better care of your own lungs, contemplate what it means to keep the lungs of the
Earth healthy too: the forests, oceans, rivers, lakes and more.

choose to breathe in gratitude every day,
never forgetting to exhale appreciation for everything in your life

Nature's Screen

Cut along the inner dotted line, then take your
frame and set your gaze outdoors!
Observe the air quality
watch the clouds
Feel the wind pass through as you breathe in
- and out.
This is best done outside
without the presence of
digital devices.
You can also make your own
Nature's screen out of branches, wood,
an unused embroidery hoop, etc.
Use it for a minimum of 5 minutes
to experience meaningful time in nature.

Journal prompt
8 scents in nature I love to breathe in:

Just for fun, 3 that I don't:

Breathing in I feel Calm.

Breathing out I feel at Ease.

Story Starters
We provide the intro, you create the rest, being sure to include gratitude for the Earth!
Once upon a time a young girl was foraging for delicious wild bilberries. The
morning had started out sunny, but by now, clouds were rolling across the
sky. As she looked up from harvesting, her eyes stumbled upon a shadow - she
was not alone. Breathing...

After a long and eventful week I finally found time to put my lunchbox and bottle
of water in my backpack, fish out my hiking boots from the back of the closet
and step out the door for a long walk. I was excited to go to the waterfall outside
of town. Almost running through the streets, I soon left the thick of it - no more
shops or tall buildings in sight. Only a few houses with the occasional barking
dog to greet me. Soon I could see the forest in the distance, a beautiful canopy of
swaying trees. I ran through a meadow, buzzing with happy bees and stopped
abruptly, closed my eyes and breathed a sigh of relief. On the trail to the
waterfall, slowly I became aware that eyes were watching me...

Isn't it interesting that some of the greatest epiphanies happen in our sleep? This
time I laid down for a short, early afternoon nap with my parents. I wasn't even so
keen on laying down, but I did it anyway. Coming out of a cold, my Mom snorkeled
under first, then I recorded my Dad's familiar dry snort, frightening yet comforting
at the same time. It was my turn now, when in the overwhelming stillness of the
house and surroundings, at great intervals, I heard and felt the swell and drop of
an immense chest under my body. I knew with certitude that it was Gaia, Mother
Earth herself...

More Breathing journal prompts
In my lifetime have I witnessed a decline in air quality where I live?

If no, what do I think allowed the air to remain fresh and untainted?

If yes, what am I going to do about it?
First recognizing the problem, then taking steps to improve the air quality on a
local scale: driving less, walking or cycling more, planting trees or a garden,
rewilding your backyard, etc.

The best air I've ever breathed in and out, in my entire life was

.

(date & location)

Earth Meditation

Breathe in the light of the Universe
Every morning as you step out the front door, give thanks for a new day.
Make a conscious pause as you take the first refreshing sip of outside air, allowing
the healing light of the Universe to fill your lungs. It's time to use your imagination
here, invoking whatever color your intuition tells you it should be today.
Let the light air fill you for a count of 5, then let it go for a count of 9, and repeat.
As you do this, shut your eyes, imagine that pulchritudinous clean energy is
restoring your balance and bringing you back to your senses.
I am grounded on the Earth. The Earth is grounded in me.
Feel the gratitude in this statement as you begin your day on the right breath.

in a land not far from here
in a time not long ago
the grass was greener
the trees were larger
the sky was visibly pure
then along came great machines
entire fleets of grinding gears
"progress" to dispel our fears
to fill our bellies with ballast
and we thought we were happy
enough.
forests were chopped, soil was turned
as the masses looked on from window box perches
cities became clogged, they blamed it on smog
a necessary byproduct of human advancement
fly far from home, you little pigeon
and you can still catch a breath of fresh air
where the forests stand brave and wild
gulp it in through one nostril, then the other
let the sublime air flow into your lungs
filling your blood with hope
reliving the long ago past, inhale
creating a brighter future, exhale
in and out, out and in
as you embrace your breathing rights

Earth Gratitude Activity
On one day of this month, or as many days as possible, even every day it is your duty to express ever-growing gratitude for the Earth.
For one minute, or ten, you must make time to:

Breathe beneath the trees
Choose a day to get outside, always dressing appropriately for the weather.
Sit under a stand of trees - or even under a single tree.
with a smile on your face and with a love for oxygen in your lungs and heart, take several
deep breaths, bringing in as much gratitude for the trees as you can.
relax, sway, become a tree yourself for a moment or two.

just breathe.

Draw your own trees to complete the Earth. Color and enjoy!

Pause, bre
athe.
Repair the
universe,
then proce
ed.
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